DEPARTMENT OF LAW

Faculty of Legal studies of Mewar University is five year integrated law course and three
year law course and one and two year PG course to prepare new generation of law students
who can successfully meet the challenge thrown by fast changing social cultural and legal
milieu in a unipolar globalised world. The course is dedicated to nurturing students in to
leadership inculcating in them the intellectual and ethical values that will mould them into
socially responsible professionals, proficient in the dynamic domain of law. Legal education
is increasingly becoming multidimensional as it requires not only procedural skill but deep
understanding in various epistemologies.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMME OUTCOME
COURSE
PG
Diploma in
Cyber Law

PG
Diploma in
Cyber Law
(Weekend)

FIELD OF
PURPOSE/ OBJECTIVE
SPECIALISATION
Cyber law
Cyber crime has become a profession and the demographic
of a typical cyber criminal is changing rapidly, from one
person to another person, from those who are more
traditionally associated with drug-trafficking, extortion and
money laundering It has a wide and great scope in the
corporate field. Students who are experts in cyber law are in
great demand and are paid handsomely. The rapid growth of
the information technology has lead to a situation where the
existing laws are challenged. It deals with computer hackers
and people who introduce viruses to the computer. Cyber
Law prevents or reduces the damage from cyber-criminal
activities by protecting information access, privacy,
communications, intellectual property (IP) and freedom of
speech related to the use of the Internet, world wide web
(www), email, computers, cell phones, software and
hardware, such as data storage devices.
Cyber Law
For Service
Personnel’s &
Advocates

Cyber crime has become a profession and the demographic
of a typical cyber criminal is changing rapidly, from one
person to another person, from those who are more
traditionally associated with drug-trafficking, extortion and
money laundering.It has a wide and great scope in the
corporate field. Students who are experts in cyber law are in
great demand and are paid handsomely. The rapid growth of
the information technology has lead to a situation where the
existing laws are challenged. It deals with computer hackers
and people who introduce viruses to the computer. Cyber
Law prevents or reduces the damage from cyber-criminal
activities by protecting information.
access, privacy, communications, intellectual property (IP)

and freedom of speech related to the use of the Internet,
world wide web (www), email, computers, cell phones,
software and hardware, such as data storage devices
LL.M

Criminology, IPR,
Mercantile Law,
Personal Law,
Taxation, Arbitration
& Conciliation,
Cyber Law

After Completion of LLM candidate can join the academics
after clearing the competitive examination NET/SLET and
can be useful in research institutes,
large number of law schools in India now pay quite well,
this is significant. Similarly, LL.M helped a lot for lawyers ,
Candidate can work with NGO’s also. NGOs and research
bodies have drastically increased over the last few years.
These are great career opportunities.

LL.M

Corporate and
Commercial Laws
Criminal and
Security Laws

After Completion of LLM candidate can join the academics
after clearing the competitive examination NET/SLET and
can be useful in research institutes, can pursue Doctorate
degree.
Large number of law schools in India now pay quite well,
this is significant. Similarly, LL.M helped a lot for lawyers ,
Candidate can work with NGO’s also. NGOs and research
bodies have drastically increased over the last few years.
These are great career opportunities.

LL.B

General

Candidate can appear in All India Bar Examination, Judicial
Services, Public Service Examination, Competitive
Examination, LL.M ( PG),Post Graduate Diploma course,
Legal Correspondent ( Journalist) at newspaper &
Television, work with NGO’s, Work with LPO’s,

BA.LL.B
Integrated
(Approved
by BCI)

Humanity + Law

Candidate can appear in All India Bar Examination, Judicial
Services, Public Service Examination, Competitive
Examination, LL.M ( PG),Post Graduate Diploma course,
Legal Correspondent ( Journalist) at newspaper &
Television, work with NGO’s, Work with LPO’s,

BBA.LL.B
Integrated
(Approved
by BCI)

Management +Law

Candidate can appear in All India Bar Examination, Judicial
Services, Public Service Examination, Competitive
Examination, LL.M ( PG),Post Graduate Diploma course,
Legal Correspondent ( Journalist) at newspaper &
Television, work with NGO’s, Work with LPO’s,

(Approved
by BCI)

